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Abstract. This article is a short supplement to our previously published paper, in which we proved
that each semialgebraic set can be represented as a projection of a solution set of some system of
intervallinear equations with dependent coefficients. The new result says that interval occurring can
be chosen as narrow as wanted. The new result is proved by a simple linear transformation.

In our paper [1], we considered systems ofintervallinear equations with depen-
dent coefficients, i.e., systems of the type

n

L aijXj =bi,
j= 1

where

(0.1)

p

aij =aha) + L aijaf a,
a=l

(0.2)

P

bi =bfO) + L biaf a,
a=l

(0.3)

ahO),aija, b}O),and bia are given real numbers, (1 < i < m, 1 <j < n, 1 :::; a < p),
and coefficients fa can take arbitrary values fram the given intervals t. These
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systems are common in practice, when due to measurement uncertainty, we do not
know the exact values of the coefficients of linear equations. By a solution set of

such a system, we mean the set of all solution corresponding to different values
fa E fa-

In [1], we described the shape ofthe solution set. Namely, we showed that each
solution set is semialgebraic, i.e., it can be represented as a finite union of subsets,
each of which is defined by a finite system of polynomial equations R-(XI, ..., Xq) =0
and inequalities of the types Ps(Xl,...,Xq) > 0 and Pt(XI,...,Xq) > 0 (for some
polynomials Pi). We also showed that for every subset 1= {iI, ..., iq} C {I, ..., n},
the corresponding projection of a solution set, i.e., the set of all vectors (~l' ..., Xiq)E
JRqthat can be extended to a solution (Xl, ...,Xn) of a system, is also sernialgebraic,
and that, vice versa, every semialgebraic set can be represented as a projection
of the solution set of some system of interval linear equations with dependent
coefficients.

In this representation, however, we allowed intervals t to be arbitrarily wide. In
terms of measurements, wide intervals correspond to low measurement accuracy.
It is natural to ask the following question: if we only consider narrow intervals,
which correspond to high measurement accuracy, will we still get all possible
semialgebraic shapes or a narrower class of shapes? In this article, we show that
even for narrow intervals, all possible shapes are possible.

Let us recall (see, e.g., [2]) that for a given 8 > 0, an interval x = [t - L1, i + L1]

is called absolutely 8-narrow if L1< 8, and is relatively 8-narrow if L1< 8 . ~I.

THEOREM. For every 8 > 0, every semialgebraic set can be represented as a pro-

jection of the solution set of some system of intervallinear equations with dependent
coefficients, whose intervals are both absolutely and relatively 8-narrow.

Comment. Areader should be aware that both in our paper [1] and in this

paper, we assume that we are able to perform operations with arbitrary small or
arbitrarily large rational numbers exactly. It is theoretically possible to implement
such operations on the existing computers (and these operations have indeed been
implemented), but in most practical computations, we are limited to a certain
number of binary digits. Within such limitations, the use of narrow intervals-
which correspond to high measurement accuracy does not necessarily mean that
the resulting computational accuracy will be high.

For example, in the algorithm presented in the following proof, when (5is smalI,
the constant ka will be much larger than f;;; so, to compute la, we will have to
subtract two numbers, one of which is much larger than the other one. When we
are limited to a certain number of binary digits, then such subtraction leads to
a rounding error, and this error will add to the inaccuracy of the computational
results.

Proo! We have already proven, in [l], that an arbitrary semialgebraic set S can
be represented as a projection of the solution set of some system of intervallinear
equations with dependent coefficients. In other words, we proved that for every
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semialgebraic set, there exists a'system of intervallinear equations with dependent
coefficients for which the projection of its solution set coincides with S. In that
system of interval equations, the intervals t = [f~,f:J can be arbitrarily wide.

To prove the new result, we will prove that for every system of intervallinear
equations with dependent coefficients and possibly wide intervals t = U~,f:],
there exists a new system of intervallinear equations with dependent coefficients
which has the exact same solution set as the original system,. but in which all

corresponding intervals &x = [g~, g:] are both absolutely and relatively 8-narrow.

Since the new system has the same solution set as the old system, the projection of
the solution set of the new system will coincide with the projection of the solution
set of the old system, i.e., with the original semialgebraic set S (thus, we will be
able to complete the proof of the theorem).

. Specifically, we will prove an even slightly stronger statement: that for each
interval system, we can design a new interval system in which all intervals ~ are
equal to each other and equal to the interval [1 - 8, 1 + 8]-an interval which is
both absolutely and re1atively 8-narrow.

To design this new system, we will first show that we can transform this fixed nar-
row interval into an arbitrary wide interval-in particular, into any of the intervals
fa which are used in the old interval system. lndeed, we can apply a linear transfor-

mation ga --7 fa = ka' ga+la with ka = U: - f~)/(28) and la = f~ - ka' (1- 8).

Substituting this linear expression for fa in terms of ga into the equations
(0.2) and (0.3), we get a new system of intervallinear equations with dependent
coefficients which has the same solution set as the old system, but for which all
intervals are narrow. The theorem is thus proven. 0
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